Message from Dean (Academics)

This is in regard to the ideas; opinions and information shared on various social platforms by the students of the Institute. The students are considered to be the most precious assets of any institute. They can build or destroy the image of the institute. Student’s responsibility is demonstrated when they make choices and take actions which lead them towards their educational goals. Their academic integrity and honesty can take them to places and also bring laurel to their institute. As students, you are expected to display maturity and use good judgment in your words and actions.

The opinions shared on various social platforms have a direct impact on the global image of the institute. Also, it speaks a lot about your personality and background. These activities not only affect the placement opportunities of the present batch but of the future batches too. The reputation of the Institute matters in deciding the future of the students directly. Also, this would reflect on you as you will be looked down upon in the Industry.

The students should take ownership of their actions by exhibiting responsible behaviour. It is expected that they act in a civil manner that respects the college learning/social environment and moral code of conduct.

*This is just a word of caution for all of you to refrain from such activities and act responsibly.*

It’s your institute and its name will stay with you forever, so make it globally acclaimed. Remember working together, we can create a positive atmosphere in which all can learn and grow.